0430 AM     FLASH FLOOD      ILION                   43.01N  75.04W
06/28/2013                   HERKIMER           NY   FIRE DEPT/RESCUE
WATER RESCUES UNDERWAY WITH EVACUATIONS.

0430 AM     FLASH FLOOD      MOHAWK                  43.01N  75.01W
06/28/2013                   HERKIMER           NY   FIRE DEPT/RESCUE
NUMEROUS ROADS CLOSED WITH WATER RESCUES AND
EVACUATIONS UNDERWAY.

0435 AM     FLASH FLOOD      MOHAWK                  43.01N  75.01W
06/28/2013                   HERKIMER           NY   TRAINED SPOTTER
THE FULMER CREEK IS OUT OF ITS BANKS AND FLOODING
PROPERTY.

0445 AM     FLASH FLOOD      HERKIMER                43.03N  74.99W
06/28/2013                   HERKIMER           NY   FIRE DEPT/RESCUE
WATER RESCUES AND EVACUATIONS UNDERWAY WITH NUMEROUS
ROADS WASHED OUT AND RESIDENCES IMPACTED.

0445 AM     FLASH FLOOD      FAIRFIELD               43.14N  74.91W
06/28/2013                   HERKIMER           NY   FIRE DEPT/RESCUE
NUMEROUS ROAD WASHED OUT AND WATER RESCUES UNDERWAY.

0632 AM     FLASH FLOOD      4 SE LITTLE FALLS       43.00N  74.80W
06/28/2013                   HERKIMER           NY   DEPT OF HIGHWAYS
NY 5S CLOSED ALONG INTERSTATE 90 DUE TO FLASH FLOODING.

0653 AM     FLASH FLOOD      1 NW DAYS ROCK          42.98N  74.98W
06/28/2013                   HERKIMER           NY   911 CALL CENTER
STATE OF EMERGENCY HAS BEEN DECLARED FOR THE TOWN OF
GERMAN FLATTS. TRAILER PARK HAS BEEN EVACUATED DUE TO
FLASH FLOODING.

0705 AM     FLASH FLOOD      FRANKFORT               43.04N  75.07W
06/28/2013                   HERKIMER           NY   WKTV
ROADS CLOSED DUE TO FLASH FLOODING.
0711 AM  FLASH FLOOD  MIDDLEVILLE  43.14N  74.97W
06/28/2013  HERKIMER  NY  WKTV

ROUTE 28 CLOSED DUE TO FLASH FLOODING.

0711 AM  FLASH FLOOD  SCHUYLER CORNERS  42.90N  75.00W
06/28/2013  HERKIMER  NY  WKTV

NY ROUTE 5 FROM MILLERS GROVE TO WATKINS CLOSED DUE TO
FLASH FLOODING.

0759 AM  FLASH FLOOD  FORT PLAIN  42.93N  74.63W
06/28/2013  MONTGOMERY  NY  OTHER FEDERAL

50 TO 100 PEOPLE TRAPPED IN HOMES. WATER RESCUES ARE
CURRENTLY UNDER WAY. ENTIRE TOWN IS UNDER WATER.

0759 AM  FLASH FLOOD  ST. JOHNsville  43.00N  74.68W
06/28/2013  MONTGOMERY  NY  OTHER FEDERAL

SIGNIFICANT FLASH FLOODING OCCURRING THROUGHOUT THE
TOWN. SEVERAL HOMES ARE BEING AFFECTED.

0800 AM  FLASH FLOOD  HERKIMER  43.03N  74.99W
06/28/2013  HERKIMER  NY  OTHER FEDERAL

STATE OF EMERGENCY DECLARED DUE TO FLASH FLOODING.

0800 AM  FLASH FLOOD  MOHawk  43.01N  75.01W
06/28/2013  HERKIMER  NY  OTHER FEDERAL

STATE OF EMERGENCY DECLARED DUE TO FLASH FLOODING.

0815 AM  FLASH FLOOD  CANAJOHARIE  42.90N  74.57W
06/28/2013  MONTGOMERY  NY  WKTV

SIGNIFICANT FLASH FLOODING OCCURRING IN THE TOWN OF
CANAJOHARIE. INTERSTATE 90 CLOSED BETWEEN EXITS 29 AND
29A DUE TO FLASH FLOODING.

0830 AM  FLOOD  BAKERS MILLS  43.61N  74.03W
06/28/2013  WARREN  NY  TRAINED SPOTTER

WARREN COUNTY MARINE RESCUE BEING DEPLOYED TO SEVERAL
HOMES IN DANGER OF FLOODING.

1100 AM  FLASH FLOOD  JOHNSBURG  43.62N  73.96W
06/28/2013  WARREN  NY  BROADCAST MEDIA

STATE OF EMERGENCY DECLARED DUE TO FLASH FLOODING.
EVENT NUMBER ALY1300271 ALY1300272 ALY1300270 ALY1300273 ALY1300274 ALY1300276 ALY1300275 ALY1300283 ALY1300284 ALY1300285 ALY1300277 ALY1300282 ALY1300281 ALY1300282 ALY1300279 ALY1300280 ALY1300286
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